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JiaChi Su 蘇嘉琦, one of our long term Big Friends
who is now also on our Board of Members. and a
lead photographer for Bright Side Projects.
Photo by Starry Cheng 鄭⼜又綺

http://BrightSide.tw

Connecting communities and forging friendships through food and creation
Join Bright Side Projects and
others on our journey
through life!
It’s been a long time coming but we’re
finally getting this newsletter off the
ground. While we do write post reports
for each and every event, we hope to
update regular newsletters so you can
easily get what’s going on in our local
growing Neighborhood.
Bright Side Projects began as a oneperson grassroots movement that realized
by connecting strangers and communities
through delicious vegetarian food, fun,
and creation, we become empowered to
bring positive change to the world. The
design of a fun day for Big Friends and
Kids creates a safe space for building
trusts and friendships, setting a firm

https://
docs.goog
le.com/
forms/d/

Scan the QR code or
email us to sign up for
newsletters and updates!

foundation for our future “Faces of the
Youth” mentorship program.
To start off 2015 we have a few
things planned. We will be re-constructing
our website, host more activities stemming
from our Kitchen Table, are in talks to
cooperate on many future events with
different folks and organizations, and will
focus on fundraising. After over two
years, we are still an one-person unpaid
run and executed non profit organization
so we must fundraise to do more and do
better. We don’t wish for this to be the
last year of friendships and creations for
Bright Side Projects and we’re pretty sure
others also feel the same!
This is the first newsletter and will be
longer in order to get everyone up to
speed on our activities from 2012-2014!
Happy readings and feel free to share the
good news!
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Our DNA
What sets us apart?
KITCHEN TABLE
Freshly cooked nutritious
vegetarian meal
options from our
Kitchen Table at all
events, especially during
workshops with children.
Veering towards local, organic,
unprocessed foods. Junk food and
candy items are not permitted to
be brought by Big Friends.

What we’ve been doing…
Bright Side Projects provides the logistics
and resource planning for those that want to
get involved in their community. Positive change
becomes simply about if an individual wants to
make the effort to take action. Everyone can
wake up each and every day excited that today
and the future can be better!
Our workshops are a series of carefully
crafted magical moments led by various Big
Friends who have the passion to share their
skills and knowledge with others. The main
categories fall under arts & crafts, athletics, and
science. Over 27 months starting in Q2 2012,
we’ve created over 50 Bright Side Projects
events so friendships can grow organically. This
means over a thousand spots in these funpacked events have filled by children and our
big friends in the past 27 months.
Events generally have a 1:1 or 1:2 ratio
for every Big Friend and Kid. Full workshops
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are fun filled days with packed itineraries,
including breaks for freshly prepared
vegetarian meals and healthy snacks. Half day
workshops and collaborative events are also
just as integral to Bright Side, taking the same
amount of planning and execution each from
65-90 hours.
Workshops and events are stepping stones
introducing people while building trust and
friendship, welcoming both short term and long
term participants. The good news is that Big
Friends have a 70% return rate, with 50%
securing a permanent place on our
Neighbourhood and in the children’s hearts by
joining 4 times or more. We hope these long
term pals can join our “Faces of the Youth”
mentorship program.
Individuals and kids are no longer
nameless bodies, but are friends with faces. So
far we have focused our limited resources in
Hsinchu’s ChingChuan (2012) and at Taoyuan’s
MuHsiang’s Children’s Home (2013).
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INTERACTIVE & INTIMATE
We don’t have just one teacher
facing 30 kids. We attempt to
bring a 1:1 or 1:2 ratio of “Big
Friends” to “Kids,” to get more
people involved and to enhance
engagement. 30 people maximum
per workshop. Everyone shares in
the task of setting up, sharing
food, bringing workshops to
fruition, and cleaning up.
GENDER EQUALITY
We maintain a gender neutral
zone and respect so that
no one is limited or
discriminated of their full
potential based on a social
construct.
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY &
DIVERSITY POLICY
Event is open to all who wish to
get involved. We all have our
differences so we
request everyone
have tolerance,
respect, and to teach
LOVE.
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SOCIAL AWARENESS
Workshops always
have a deeper
message by trying
to raise awareness
of different social
issues and how our
lives are impacted by it.

Big Friends

Kids

KITCHEN TABLE
We spend a good chunk of
our budget (approximately
44%) and time to plan and
gather raw ingredients for our
Table. A day of creation can
leave one hungry!
Providing nutritious and
innovative freshly cooked
vegetarian meals is important
because creating and sharing
food is a bonding experience.
Eating is a very intimate act and also one that we can more easily control to change
our lives and the planet. It’s also a great way to introduce new cultures with menu
items ranging from Tibetan curries, Mexican chili, burritos, American styled
“meat”loaf with mash potato and gravy, etc. Sometimes kids get hands on with the
food in making their own english muffin pizzas or caramel apple lollipop slices.
Often times some really great people with a passion for cooking that will oversee
the Kitchen the day of the event. Bright Side Projects has also been fortunate to have
vegetarian restaurant SALADAY cooking for or having supported
us through approximately a dozen of our events since the end of
2013. Fresh Bakery and Cafe also has a seat at our Kitchen Table
and supplies us with top quality unprocessed vegan baked goods
from cupcakes, cakes, to gingerbread cookies. We aim to work
even closer with organic local Taiwanese farmers in the future.
Everyone has a place at our Kitchen Table!

KITCHEN TABLE TIP
Want to get everyone eating fruits?
Our fruit salad drizzled coconut milk has been a big
hit. Simply cut up 2 or more seasonal fruits into a bowl and
pour coconut milk (1 can) over it. We have been fond of
pineapples. bananas, seedless grapes, and even lychee
(seeds out) has worked great. Our favourite so far has been
pairing this great snack with mangos.

Our first workshop in 2012 creation

Milestones

place over three sessions. The first
was to learn the basics, creating flip
books and phenakistoscope. Kids
received cameras to take pictures
around ChingChuan and the film
was developed for the second
session, cutting out objects in their
photos to create the story. At our
third session we began shooting,
integrating storytelling, photography, art, and film! View one of them here: https://vimeo.com/
81408975

ARTS & CRAFTS

2011 August
First visit to ChingChuan as part
of Malinda Schultz’s "Wufeng
Project” raising funds to renovate
the youth community centre.
2012 October
Started our first workshop, led by
Rippling Tsou to create “Stop
Motion Animation” in
ChingChuan with the Atayal kids.
2012 December
First cooperation with Santa JiaXin for our annual end of the year
necessities drive to provide
warmth and love to those who
will benefit the most.
2013 September
Our partnership with Taipei’s
premiere vegetarian restaurant
SALADAY begins. Over the
course of 1.5 years we work
together on almost a dozen
workshops.
2013 December
Began our first workshop and our
friendship with MuHsiang's
Children's Home. Submitted our
paperwork to register as an
official association in Taiwan.
2014 May
Began our Basketball Series
coached by Mohan Huang
July - September 2014
Our successful BUILD A HOME
project with a turnaround of only
6 weeks.
2014 November
Officially registered as 社團法⼈人
臺灣嚮光協會 in Taiwan after
almost 11 months of work and
meetings.

stop motion animation pieces took

stop motion animation
The “Mini Me” is a series of empowerment courses that commands an introspection of knowing
oneself first, and thus, how to interact with others. Through innovative, creative forms and
guidance of volunteers children will learn valuable tools to tap their “inner child” and express
themselves. Kids and Big Friends asked each other questions to get to know each other. They
then created masks for each other, presenting it to the rest of the group. Then they created a
paper mini-me version of themselves!

mini me paper workshop

We introduced the basics of Mexico’s Day of the Dead traditions to
Taiwan through art and plants! Together, we learned the rituals and
celebrations of the holiday and how kids and their families marked
the passing of loved ones. The concept of cultural appropriation and
how to respect others was also presented, especially how it related
to indigenous cultures. Kids painted a fusion of their Day of the
Dead designs onto clay pots and then selected marigolds to plant.
Showing them basic plant care and nurture, we can see that from

Eager to create
Moments or Spend a
Day with us?
Everyone is welcomed
to join us!

death also springs life
and love.

day of the
dead

Our “Advocacy
Through Art”
series welcomes
us to gain
knowledge
about a new
world and
empowers by
kids channeling

ARTS & CRAFTS

their artistic
talents to make
a positive
impact on the world. This time we kicked off by learning about our canine friends. Splitting into
three groups, each group talked about how to care for our friends. Feeding habits, environmental
surroundings, and how to make our friends happy. Kids then doodled these discussions and we
transferred them onto silkscreens and created t-shirts. A percentage of T-shirt sales then went to
animal welfare groups in Taiwan. We still have shirts available: http://wp.me/p326jt-i1

advocacy through art - love dogs!
When we begin
to explore nonverbal methods
to express
ourselves, we
might again
come to realize
a different side
of us we didn’t
know that
existed. Mei Wang utilised her experience of teaching yoga to bring us an

ATHLETICS & PHYSICAL ACTIVITY

amazing and exhausting day of climbing, leaping, stretching that proved to be one of our funnest workshops yet. We played a game based
on the movie “Night at the Museum” where displays would begin moving at night but freeze in position when the lights came on. However,
we first integrated a bit of art to bring more magic and fun into the day. Blank masks were passed around along with a few sets of face paint
crayons. Kids and Big Friends painted on each others faces, some dolled up to unrecognizable fantastic creatures!

movement exploration journey
Lead by our amazing coach Mohan Huang, we have been able to play basketball in ChingChuan
on a regular basis. The 2.5 hour journey each way does not deter our coach from the intense 3
hour practice he leads with the
kids. Bringing in many of his
friends to assist, kids from every
level of basketball have been able
to join in on this program and gain
the benefits of exercising. We are
looking forward to doing even
more this year!

basketball series

CREATION HOW-TO:
Want to make a volcano from scratch? Combine
science, art, and film-making! To make clay: Flour
x 2.5 cups / Salt x 2.5 cups / Oil x 8 TBL / Water

SCIENCE

x 4 cups. Dry ingredients together and then wet
ingredients. Add in more flour until the clay is not
sticky. Cream of Tartar (10 TBL) is optional. For
constructing the volcano: half cut plastic bottle,
newspaper, duct tape. Half of a cardboard box
for backdrop. Vinegar and baking soda plus food
colouring for the explosion. Also try liquid soap,
mentos, and diet coke to let people guess which
mixture makes the best explosions.

Crumple the newspaper to circle
around an old plastic bottle but in half (this will be
kept empty for the baking soda & vinegar). Use
duct tape around newspapers to maintain the
volcanic shape. Add on the clay, sculpt. While you
wait for it to dry, take nature walk around with
Potential in the world is limitless and kids can grow up to do great things!
This class led by Clint Siu gave us a better understanding the earth we live
on and how science, chemistry, and volcanoes are a part it. Painting the
volcanoes and scenery was a big part of it since we prepped for shooting a
short film. Kids came up with their own storyboards, with one group

kids to pick up potential props. You can begin to
paint the background on the cardboard box. Paint
volcano. Prep your explosion materials and look
up other ingredients you can test. Have even more
time? You can also shoot a short film out of the
explosion using just your phone cameras!

https://
vimeo.com/

creating a pre-historic love story. The concoction of red vinegar, baking
soda, phone cameras, art made for a fun afternoon in ChingChuan!

mad scientist - volcanic explosions!

BUILD A HOME
BUILD A HOME is a series of art installations collaborations between the youth of
Muhsiang Children’s Home and Bright Side Projects. 14 creators from diverse backgrounds
were asked to brainstorm alongside 27 children to brighten MuHsiang’s new home.
Over the course of a short six weeks starting in July 2014 creators from diverse
backgrounds joined the summer journey in a series of intimate moments. Artists were
each involved in an art session with the children who would live in the rooms to
understand their idea of home and happiness. Each space was meaningful on a
personal level for those that would grow and dream there.

After only 8 work dates with with the immense
support of volunteers and benefactors with Nippon
Paint as the paint sponsor, unique beautification of 11
bedrooms and 3 staircases was completed. We also
integrated weaving, yoga, photography, alongside
painting to forge new friendships. Each day we
prepared fresh delicious vegetarian meals and boiled
water to cut down on oily bento boxes meals and
plastic bottles. We hosted a mini art canvas workshop
with the kids on August 31st so that they could create
a piece of art to hang on the wall of their new home.
On September 6th we invited everyone involved in
the project for a private pool & vegetarian bbq

session to officially unveil the completed home for the
kids. The following day we opened the new house so
that the public and media could see all of the hard
work and love that went into the creation.
This was an emergency last minute project with no
budget and an extremely tight deadline. We were so
fortunate to have the community band together to
provide what was needed. Bright Side Projects hopes
that the new home fosters memories springing from
the friendships born and solidified this summer. We
should also realize each of us are empowered to
influence and create not only the home where we
reside, but the world we live in.

BUILD A HOME 藝術家 Amazing

Creators
Candy Bird, 聖誕節 Christmas, 卡通老師
Cotton Disco, Dan Cuenca, 許淳喻 Grace
Hsu, Haena Kang,
Teng,

滕孟哲 James

徐笠慈 Liz Hsu, 蘇品

蓉 LongLong, 葉映汝 Rita Yeh, 江則穎 Salt
T.Y Chiang, 李⾦金霖 Sic Lee, 六樓鐵
皮 6FTP, 小雪 Snow Tsao
Please head to http://BrightSide.tw for
more images of the amazing masterpieces

SANTA JIAXIN

is a generous warmhearted little girl
who was adopted from Taiwan and is now living in Canada.
By a “chance” email back in November 2012 JiaXin’s father

ChingChuan (2.5 hours each way) are quite far so a sizeable
chunk of our funds are directed towards transportation.
We firmly believe that holidays is not about material items
but also about spending time together. Thus a hefty portion
of our budget are funnelled to workshops (45% plus
transportation). In 2012 we created vegan cupcake

GIfts
Transportation
Food
Workshop Food
Workshop Prep
Workshop Materials

13% 5%
10%

31%

20%
21%

contacted me and asked me to fulfill a wish for his then little 6
year old girl. Believing she never celebrated the
holidays when she was in Taiwan, she wanted to be able to
provide gifts to those who would benefit the most from a little
warmth during the festive season. For the past three years we
were able to fulfill her wish via delivery of needed items
(food, blankets, jackets) and gifts to the children. In addition
to picking up gifts that people donate, locations such as

workshop to spend time with the kids. In 2013 we decorated
vegan gingerbread cookies and made ornaments. Most
recently in 2014 we had white chocolate and caramel apple
lollipops in addition to adding tie-dye workshops to add an
extra splash of color during these chilly winter months. A
‘forest’ of thank you trees were forged from nature and clay.

With strategic planning and community outpouring of
generosity, in our second and third year we have also included
bringing the holiday cheer to Harmony Home and MuHsiang
Children’s Home. Since we return to the community, has been
so amazing each year to watch the children grow. This is our
year end staple celebration and we look forward to it each
time! For three years, we’ve had such wonderful support from
the local communities, especially in ChingChuan. LaLing Yumin,
a local community organizer, Principal Chen (陳聖源) and
Principal Su (蘇美娟) from the TaoShan Elementary School, and
Father Barry plus Hanna from the Catholic Church. We can
always count on our wonderful gaggle of Big Friends to make
the meaningful trip to the beautiful mountains. Be sure to check
our THANK YOU page for everyone that has pitched in to make
the dreams of a generous little girl (and ours) come true!

BENEFACTORS
Santa Jia-Xin Rosenberg, Greg Wang, Tara & CJ Laing, Yuting Hung, 全國台企聯⻘青年團, SALADAY, Pure Yoga, ⽴立邦油漆 Nippon
Paint, Jerry Liu, Jed Chen, Sara Chen, Pure Yoga x Saladay, Jun Yang, J. Cheng, Sezer Dege, Ann Lin, Kaye Yuan, Robbie Cheng,
Cherie Chiu, Ricky Huang, Jo Ying Ping, Jay, Anonymous, Chieni McCullough, Tina Chen, Anonymous, Chieni McCullough, Wang
Ibe, Pure Yoga, Petit Park ⼩小公園餐廳, Carol Lin, Jo Lou Stillman, Nama & Grampy, Sarah & Anna, ⿈黃仲豪, The Anna’s Incense
Family, Marc & Darlene, Sumo, Sharon and Bruce, Alicia, Sandy Zabludofsky, Kathy, Laura & Jeff Bryer, Samuel et al, 張倫維,
潘彥志, 葉耀宏

COMMUNITY SPONSORS & SUPPORT

SALADAY, ⽴立邦油漆 Nippon Paint, Fresh Bakery & Café, , Barry Martinson, 哈那, YiFern Dean , ChingChuan Catholic Church,
Taoshan Youth Cultural Center, Taoshan Elementary School 桃⼭山國⼩小, 蘇美娟, 林育宏 ，⺩王佩琳, 陳永泰, 天籃籃，劉緣⽟玉，睦祥育幼院
MuHsiang Children’s Home, Han Tsay, Mayer Su, Animals Taiwan (Liza Milne), ⼩小雪⼈人與⼩小⼩小藝術
家 Little Snow and The Very Little Artists, 台北當代藝術中⼼心 Taipei Contemporary Art Center (TCAC), 關愛之家 Harmony Home, 陳玲
玲, 學校美術社John’s Art Supplies, 卡琳英語中⼼心 Carleen’s English Center Josh Hsieh, Yu-fan Chen, Lola Huang, Jay Dussadee,
Victoria Wayching Wang, ⽤用⼼心⽶米舖, Xiao Yu, Chantal Verstockt-Pedro, Patience Yu, 直接跟農夫買 Buy Direct from Farmers, Happy
Pharmacy

KITCHEN TABLE

SALADAY, Fresh Bakery & Café, Kaye Yuan, Josh Kuo, Sophie Ping Ya Hsu, Paula Perry, Jeff Yang,Tibet Kitchen ⻄西藏廚房, Stelly
Shen, Shang Han Chien, 1988 漢堡 Burger

CORE PHOTOGRAPHERS
鄭⼜又綺,蘇嘉琦, ⺩王勛達 Ken Wang (Ken Photography), ⼩小強⼩小姐 Chloe Wu, ⽩白炯涵 Jonathan Burke

TEACHERS & COACHES

Snow Tsao, YiFan Chen, Ripper Tsou, 曼波 Manbo Key, James Teng, Mohan Huang, Golden Tsui, Mei Wang ⺩王若湄, Haena Kang

BIG FRIENDS

YiFan Chen, Clint Siu, Vivian Lee, Helen Lee, Matt (Lee), Josh Kuo, Jerry Liu, Adan Wu, Julie Shih, Jeff Yang, 李惠雯 (Vivian Lee),
Sophie Chang, Michelle Lin, Carol Lin, Rex Chao, Rufen Cheng, Harris Liu, Sophie Ping Ya Hsu, Paul Liu, Mohan Huang ⿈黃亞中，
Wan Chin Hsiang 萬慶祥, Sarah Milne, Candy Bird, 聖誕節 Christmas, Cotton Disco, Dan Cuenca, 許淳喻 Grace Hsu, Haena Kang,
滕孟哲 James Teng, 徐笠慈 Liz Hsu, 蘇品蓉 LongLong, 葉映汝 Rita Yeh, 江則穎 Salt T.Y Chiang, 李⾦金霖 Sic Lee, 六樓鐵⽪皮 6FTP, ⼩小雪
Snow Tsao, Tomato Hsieh, Paula Perry, Angela Hung, Bea Perry, Sarah Perry, Chieni McCullough, Anya Webster-McCullough,
Reiya Webster-McCullough, , 蔡幸芳, 蔡幸穎, Rippling Tsou, ⺩王素梅, 姜重伊, 林奕希, 何婉如, Elizabeth Lee, 蔡沛樺, 朱智麒, ⺩王佩琳,
林真, 宋⽂文⼼心, 李宣薇, Melissa Lin, Ricky Huang, Angela Lin, Chloe Wu, Sara Chien, 幸福, 林映廷, Carleen Emma, Yahsing Hung,曹家
修, Wendy Ho, 陳威, 雲雅妮, Liz Kuo, 周純卉, ⿈黃仲豪, 蔡私函, Joshua Tsao, 林沁, ChaoYu Hsiao, Mathores H陳怡采,林明瑾 ,Shang
Han Chien 陳信良, 林蕾蕾， 陳芳涵, Kaye Yuan, 盧⾱韋誠, ⿈黃信傑, Manbo Key, 劉⼒力瑋 , 李宣薇, Jez Fang , 陳⾱韋綸, 陳柏瑞, ChaoYu
Hsiao ,⺩王淯璽, Nicholas Sans, 許家晟, 許家晟, 吳垠璋, 李⽂文閣, 張伯年, 祝泓真, 祝泓理 , Kidding Hsu, 李英宏, Scott Hsu, Billa
Baldwin, 劉遜, 鄭緯 , 洪宇⾠辰, 沈可可, ⺩王博, Lila Young, 呂盈蓉， Lucky Lu, Kesha Chiu, Cherri Lin, ⿈黃靖雯 ， 余雅湞，Christina
Chen, Stelly Shen, Wenzogg Kang
For full list of Thanks from 2012-2014 please head to our website http://BrightSide.tw

Yoyo 鄭⼜又綺, one of our
long term BIg Friends who
is now also on our Board
of Members. Lead
photographer for Bright
Side Projects.

2014-2017 Board of
Directors
Board Director 理事⾧長: Tina
Chen 陳盈如
Jerry Liu 劉永俊, 陳怡帆, 鄭⼜又
綺,蘇嘉琦 Jonathan Burke⽩白
炯涵, 羅仲華, Soda Su,
Frankie Su 蘇珀琪, Rita Yeh
葉映汝, ⺩王雅惠, 鄭信盛
Supervisors
鄭美雅, 楊智傑, Sean Su蘇襄

We are also extremely pleased that after almost 3 years of

followed by the Board, payment of membership fee (student

hard work and a year of application, we have finally been

rate).

registered as a non-profit in Taiwan. Thank you very much to

**For Groups and Organizations: endorsed the mission of the

our legal consul Yu Fan Chen (Judicial Reform Foundation 財團

Association, submitted application has been approved by two

法⼈人民間司法改⾰革基⾦金會) for her assistance. All application
submission and followup for registration made possible by
Olive Pai ⽩白曉玲.
Current Members
簡秀芳, 陳思穎, 蘇嘉琦, 鄭⼜又綺, 楊智傑, 林奕其, 洪于婷, 林芷安,
余政達, 鐘聖雄, 呂苡榕, Chieni McCullough呂倩怡, 鄭美雅, 蘇珀
琪, James Teng滕孟哲, Sean Su蘇襄, 劉永莉, 劉永俊, Rita Yeh葉
映汝, Daisy Lin, Olive Pai ⽩白曉玲, ⺩王雅惠, 鄭信盛, 張⽞玄竺, 陳盈
如, 劉佳欣, 李惠雯, 陳怡帆, Soda Su 蘇振達, ⺩王成云 , Jonathan
Burke⽩白炯涵, 羅仲華
To join as a member, we recommend you first join in a
workshop. Otherwise, please read the following and email
BrightSide.tw@gmail.com for more details.
**For Individual Members: endorsed the mission of the
Association, submitted application has been approved by two
supervisors, followed by the Board, payment of membership
fee.
**For Student Members: Valid student status and minimum 20
years of age. Endorsed the mission of the Association,
submitted application has been approved by two supervisors,

supervisors, followed by the Board, payment of membership
fee, elected representative to exercise membership rights.
MEMBERSHIP FEE:
One time council membership fee of 200NT.
Individuals, Group, Organization annual membership fee
1000NT. Student membership fee 500NT.
1) Submit notice at: http://goo.gl/Z4h5vD
2) Download, fill out, and mail the appropriate application
below:
Individual & Student Application Form： http://goo.gl/LpSYYN
Group & Organization Application Form：http://goo.gl/VtcIPd

BANK DETAILS:
A/C Name: 社團法⼈人臺灣嚮光協會
Post GIRO Account: 50315811
ATM/Online Transfer
PayPal: BrightSide.tw@gmail.com
Bank Name: Fubon Bank
Bank Code: 012
Account: 4901 0202 2421
Swift Code: TPBKTWTP
Bank Address: 389 RenAi Road,
Section 4. Taipei City, DaAn District
BSP Tax Code: 3863 4481

JOIN US!

SPONSOR US!

We would love to have more Friends
who have an interest in leading our courses.
Many of our Teachers previously had little to
no prior experience in leading courses or
working with children - we can make this a
possibility.

By sponsoring a dream in the
Neighborhood, it brings us closer to knowing
our targeted communities. We can achieve
the dreams of workshop creations from start
to finish. We urgently need funding to keep
things at the quality they are now and to
move forward. Our work for 27 months and
over 50 events from conception to execution
has been mainly driven by one person who
does not receive a salary.
From pre-event tasks in sourcing
teachers, meetings, rundowns, call-outs for
volunteers, venues, transportation logistics,
course materials, Kitchen Table ingredients
and preparation, post reports, each event
requires 60-95 hours of work. This is an
accumulated average of 3,875 hours.
This is not inclusive of the tasks behind the
scene in administrative tasks, volunteer
management, website creation, member
and benefactor relations, project
planning, accounting, and more.
Workshops are conducted at a
threadbare minimum with attention paid
to the quality of fresh nutritious food and
striving to enhance interaction and fun for
all. We want to do better and we want to
do more. Please support us with an onetime transfer or regular monthly
donation and we can issue with a
http:/
tax-deductible receipt for your

Big Friends to join the workshops are
always welcomed but remember to sign up
early in advance as most of the limited spots
fill up within 72 hours! We also need skilled
volunteers for the following: translation from
English to Mandarin, project assistants for
events, video editors, fundraising, and basic
database entry. If you have a skill and time
to contribute, let us know!
We would love to have you on board
and to join in our Neighborhood!

FIND US
##

https://
www.tw

Please email brightside.tw@gmail.com
when you fund us and advise on the
amount and last 5 digits of transferring
bank account. If you need a tax
deductible receipt please include either
your name (Surname/First) or Company
name, phone number, mailing address,
and your ID or company number.
Official receipts will be processed
within 45 days upon receiving payment
and full contact information.

Kitchen Table
JX End of the Year
Preperation

Administrative
Transportation
Workshop Material
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